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Our mission at Hoover is to introduce our students to the
world of learning, the world of ideas, and the world of
possibilities. Every student, at every grade level, has the
opportunity to be a leader at Hoover. In addition to helping
students understand how to manage themselves and
collaborate with others, we incorporate the innovative use of
technology, meaningful assessments, group interaction, and
careful attention to the learning needs and gifts of each child.

DEVELOPING THE LEADERS OF TOMORROW

Hoover Elementary has the distinguished recognition as a
Leader in Me Lighthouse School, the only such distinction in
Tulsa Public Schools. Every student at Hoover is a leader from
our pre-kindergarten students to our 5th graders. Leader in
Me is an evidence-based, comprehensive school improvement
model-developed in partnership with educators that
empowers students with the leadership and life-skills they
need to thrive in the 21 st century. Leader in Me is based on
theory known as the See-Do-Get cycle. When you change the
way you see things, it influences what you do and the results
you give. At Hoover, we live and breathe the Leader in Me
principles both personally and in our interactions with others.
This approach empowers our teachers with effective practices
and tools to foster leadership in every student, create a
culture of student empowerment, and support students to
achieve academic, personal, and social success.
*Enrollment data from October 1, 2021.

RACIAL/ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION*

14%
6%
Asian/Pacific Islander 1%
Hispanic/Latinx 21%
Multi-racial 17%
White 40%
Black
American Indian or
Alaska Native
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BUILDING A THRIVING LEARNING
COMMUNITY

Community is one of our core values at Hoover, and every
child has the opportunity to buddy in cross-grade pairings
throughout the school year. Each grade takes a turn at
leading our Monday meeting and presents to their peers in
other grades. Our student leaders also take charge of their
own parent conferences by meeting with their teachers and
families to reflect on their learning, progress, celebrations,
and contributions.

OUR 7 HABITS*

• Be proactive: you’re in charge.
• Begin with the end in mind: have a plan.
• Put first things first: work first, then play.
• Think win-win: everyone can win.
• Seek first to understand, then to be understood: listen
before you talk.

CLUBS AND PROGRAMS

Bike Club, Chess Club, China Club, Orchestra,

• Synergize: together is better.

Running Club

• Sharpen the saw: balance feels best.

STEM PROGRAMMING

Thanks to the support of the Cal Ripken, Sr. Foundation
and Devon Energy, every elementary school has a new
STEM center where students can participate in fun
and engaging hands-on learning activities - including
computer coding!

Thank you Tulsa for investing in every
child and every school! Because of
you, every child in our district will see, feel, and experience
the benefits of the 2021 Bond package. Tulsans have made
a five-year $414 million investment in safe and accessible
schools; state-of-the-art educational technology; sustainable
student transportation; and rigorous, engaging, and culturally
sustaining learning experiences that prepare students for
success in college and careers.

*source: www.leaderinme.org

At Hoover Elementary, the 2021 Bond for Tulsa Public
Schools includes:
» Parking lot and sidewalk resurfacing and exterior lighting
improvements;
» New educational and instructional technology for
every class;
» New equipment, materials, and resources for fine arts and
physical education; and
» Safe, comfortable, and environmentally sustainable
transportation.
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